
Residential Design Guide Supplementary Planning Document (2021) 
Consultation Statement 

 
 
This Statement outlines the engagement processes that were undertaken in formulating the 
consultation draft of the Council’s Residential Design Guide Supplementary Planning Document 
(SPD).  As outlined below, these processes include the “Local Plan Review: Issues and Options” 
consultation (August 2020) and subsequent targeted engagement in May - June 2021.  The 
Statement explains who was involved in those processes, what was said and how the issues raised 
were addressed within the draft SPD. 
 
 
Local Plan Review: Issues and Options (August 2020) 
 
Who was involved? 
 
Initial engagement on design issues took place through the “Local Plan Review: Issues and Options” 
consultation document in August 2020.  This was a formal 10-week consultation process (extended 
from 6 weeks due to Covid-19 restrictions) where the document was made available for public 
comment, including to those registered on the Local Plan consultation database and to all statutory 
consultees.   
 
What was said? 
 
As part of this consultation, views were sought on the positive characteristics of the Borough’s 
settlements; initial high-level characteristics were presented within the document to stimulate 
thought / discussion.  Questions were also asked at this stage about how new development has 
influenced local character, if there are any recent examples of good design in the area, and what 
new development should look like (e.g. traditional vs contemporary forms, materials and details).  
Only twelve responses were received to these questions, which can be summarised accordingly: 
 
• Broad support for the high-level characteristics identified for the different towns and village 

groups. 
• Whitby Civic Society suggested drawing from some of the more detailed language / 

characteristics identified in the Whitby Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan, 
which highlight the complexity of the town. 

• Mixed responses received on what new development should look like, with some placing 
importance on traditional design, particularly in rural and conservation areas.  However, there 
was also some support for contemporary development.   

• Suggestions that appropriate design should be determined on a case-by-case basis, depending 
on the characteristics of the site and surrounding area. 

• While some criticism of recent developments in the area was received, examples of successful 
developments were also provided. 

 
 



How have these issues been addressed? 
 
Principally, the feedback received through this initial consultation highlighted the need to undertake 
more detailed characterisation work, particularly for the main urban settlements, which have 
consequently been broken up into smaller “character areas” to reflect their complexity and how 
they have developed over time.  In addition, whilst the sample size of responses was only small, this 
consultation highlighted the differences in preferences of traditional vs contemporary architecture.  
As a result, the Draft SPD emphasises the importance of design process and of evolving design from 
understanding the site and the surrounding area, rather than looking to impose particular styles in 
different areas.  Some of the good examples referred to in the responses – including both traditional 
and contemporary schemes – have also been included within the SPD. 
 
 
Further Pre-Consultation Engagement (May - June 2021) 
 
Who was involved? 
 
Targeted engagement was carried out with local town and parish councils, together with 
Scarborough and Whitby civic societies during May - June 2021.  This stage of engagement sought 
views from stakeholders on what a well-designed place should be to help develop a new ‘Design 
Vision’ for the Borough.  Feedback was also invited on the further settlement characterisation work 
that had been carried out after the initial Issues and Options consultation; a working draft of this 
work was provided to the groups for comment.  A series of six meetings were held in total, with 
organisations grouped by geographical area and around 50 individuals attending across the events.  
Similar discussions were also held with a group of 18 Borough Councillors in June. 
 
What was said? 
 
A detailed overview of the meetings carried out at this stage can be found in the Appendices of this 
document.  However, in brief, the key issues raised as part of the discussion around the Design 
Vision and Objectives were (in no particular order): 

 
• Distinctiveness: development preserves or enhances existing character  
• Attractiveness: creating homes, places and spaces that are attractive 
• Variety: in house styles, sizes (no. of bedrooms) and tenures (private and affordable) 
• Creativity: encourage creative design solutions 
• Energy efficiency: buildings to be efficient and to incorporate electric vehicle charging points 
• Accessibility: accessible homes, places and spaces 
• Legibility: layouts that are permeable, navigable and understandable 
• Parking: streets not to be dominated by the car 
• Utilisation of existing features: use natural and physical features 
• Spaciousness: appropriate densities, room sizes and proportionate garden sizes 
• Green spaces and greenery: integrated and accessible green spaces, street trees and other 

landscaping features, and the protection of important gaps between settlements 



• Safety: ensure secure layouts, that green spaces are overlooked, and incorporate features 
suggested by the police (Designing Out Crime Officer) 

• Health: Incorporate features that promote physical and mental wellbeing 
• Resilience: resilient to and to minimise the impacts of climate change 
• Mix of uses: social infrastructure on large developments to meet community needs and to 

minimise the need to travel 
• Connectivity: transport and communications infrastructure, connectivity within and between 

places by a variety of means, including by walking, cycling and public transport. 
 
In terms of the characterisation work, feedback on the circulated working draft was mainly positive 
with most stakeholder groups agreeing with / endorsing the identified character areas and positive 
characteristics.  Nevertheless, some general points were raised about the relationship between the 
characterisation work and the rest of the SPD.  These points were addressed during the meetings 
where it was made clear, for example, that the identified characteristics aren’t exhaustive 
(particularly for the villages, which have been split into two groups) and that characteristics won’t 
place strict limitations on what development comes forward in particular areas.  Specific comments 
that required amendments to be made to the characterisation aspect of the SPD are highlighted in 
the “How have these issues been addressed” section below. 
 
How have these issues been addressed? 
 
The comments received during the discussions were brought together with the priorities identified 
in the Borough Council’s new Corporate Plan (“Better Borough, Brighter Futures”) to produce a new 
Design Vision and Objectives, as set out in the draft SPD itself.  It should also be noted that the 
Council’s corporate priorities were themselves derived from an extensive borough-wide consultation 
exercise undertaken in 2020 and as such, they offer valuable insight into what issues are important 
to local people and of the Council’s corporate response to those issues.  While the vision pulled from 
the high-level issues raised through the engagement process, the accompanying objectives draw 
from the more detailed / concentrated issues.  These have in turn informed the production of the 
guidance set out in the draft SPD, with clear cross-references between the objectives and the 
guidance points made throughout the document. 
 
Details on how the comments received in respect of the characterisation work (to the circulated 
working draft at the time of discussion) influenced the production of the draft SPD are presented in 
the table below. 
 
Comment Response 
Fairly happy with how the villages are treated / 
grouped.  Hunmanby together with other but 
could mention that substantial sub-urban style 
extension of the village in the 60’s and 70’s has 
eroded some character. 

Drawn attention to this within the pre-amble to 
Villages section of the characterisation work.  
This states, “the extent of to which the historic 
cores have influenced more recent development 
varies across the villages, with a number of the 
larger villages in particular having expanded in a 
generic suburban form over the past few 
decades.” 

Whitby Abbey Headland should be identified as Whitby Abbey Headland (the backdrop of) is now 



being of importance. referred to within the positive characteristics of 
the “Historic Core / Port” area. 

Can the ‘Georgian Town Houses’ area (Whitby) 
be extended southwards to incorporate Prospect 
Hill / Hanover Terrace? 

This area has now been included. 

Agree with most of the document insofar as this 
area (Moors Fringe Villages) is characterised by 
18th and 19th century stone and pantile 
buildings.  However, there are some 19th/20th 
Century red brick buildings of character, 
particularly those associated with the old railway 
lines, which should be acknowledged. 

The positive characteristics of the Moors Fringe 
Villages now includes, “Legacy of red brick 
Victorian railway architecture in a number of 
villages.” 

Could “cast iron rainwater goods” be changed to 
“black rainwater goods”, owing to the expense 
of the former?  Black-coloured guttering and 
downpipes would retain the aesthetic. 

This has been altered in the listed characteristics 
for the Moors Fringe Villages and Wolds Fringe 
Villages 

Understand that the circulated document is a 
working draft but there are some picture 
annotations / labels that need to be corrected, 
particularly in Filey. 

These issues are resolved within the 
Consultation Draft 
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APPENDIX 1:  
Newby, Scalby, Burniston and Cloughton Parish Council – Meeting Notes 
18.05.21 
  



Design SPD – Vision and Characterisation 
Burniston, Cloughton, and Newby & Scalby Parish Councils – 18.05.21, 6:30 pm 

 
 
Attendees 
 
Scarborough Borough Council – Matthew Lickes, Steve Wilson 
Burniston Parish Council – Cllr Grimwood, Cllr Hill, Cllr Marley 
Cloughton Parish Council – Cllr Brace, Cllr Ford, Cllr Loy 
Newby & Scalby Parish Council – Clerk Jools Marley, Cllr Sutton, Cllr Thompson, Cllr Towse 
 
NOTE: The views expressed during this meeting (summarised below) are those of the individuals 
involved and not of their respective organisations. 
 
 
Summary of points raised 
 
Design Vision Discussion: What issues are important to you when thinking about the design of new 
development?  What issues would you like to see included within a new Design Vision? 
 
Cllr Hill – Keep the heart of Burinston and go back to stone and timber windows/doors. Too many 
box houses with no variation. Need to use natural stone and wooden doors with different colours.  
Too much use of the same boring bricks/materials.  Key Points: Distinctiveness, Materials 
 
Cllr Grimwood – What measures to make homes more affordable? New homes in villages tend be on 
infill sites, are frequently expensive and local people cannot afford them. Need a variety of home 
types. Key Points: Inclusivity, Affordability 
 
Clerk Jools Marley – Rooms and house sizes. Homes should be more spacious, and the need for this 
has been highlighted through the pandemic (physical and mental health benefits). The demography 
of an area has a huge impact on where and how people want to live. Can consideration be given to 
the older population, e.g. through the development of more bungalows? Need to re-use brownfield 
land and protect green spaces.  Key Points: Spaciousness, Amenity, Adaptability, (provision and 
protection of) Green Spaces 
 
Cllr Hill - Green spaces need to be compatible with the type of development, e.g. areas 
predominantly for older people will not need play areas / ‘kickabout’ areas.  Also need to ensure 
that where green spaces are provided they are maintained to a good standard.  Key Points: 
Integrated Green Space, Stewardship 
 
Cllr Thompson – Need to ensure that essential infrastructure (drainage, healthcare, schools, etc.) is 
provided and that consideration is given to local transport needs.  Key Points: Accessibility, 
Connectivity  
 



Cllr Loy – Cloughton Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan provides a lot of detail for 
the village, which is rich in heritage.  Important to recognise and retain the visual separation 
between Cloughton and Burniston, as they both have and should maintain their individual identities.  
Key Points: Identity, Distinctiveness 
 
Cllr Brace – Bus services to the village and across the Borough generally are poor. As more houses 
are built there will be more vehicle movements and improved public transport is required to keep 
this to a minimum. Suitable and sufficient car parking is also required as modern homes do not 
provide enough and estate roads are too narrow to accommodate on-street parking.  Key Points: 
Connectivity, Parking 
 
Cllr Ford – Important to build homes near employment opportunities to be more sustainable and to 
improve connectivity.  Also important that homes respond to market / locational needs – character 
should reflect the nature of the surrounding area.  Key Points: Connectivity, Identity, Distinctiveness 
 
Cllr Towse – We must recognises that connectivity is not just about roads but also communications 
infrastructure (broadband), which can be an issue in rural areas.  Agree that parking and suitability of 
roads in new developments must be considered.  Key Points: Connectivity, Parking 
 
Cllr Marley – Mental health is an issue and we do not address it – planning policies need to do more, 
e.g. by requiring tree planting. Carbon emissions need to be reduced and general sustainability 
improved in new developments.  Key Points: Mental Health, Tree Planting, Carbon Emissions 
 
Cllr Hill – Places should be welcoming and safe. There is not much police presence nowadays and 
routes like the cinder track can be used as escape routes for crime/burglary. Need to allow for 
natural surveillance and better lighting but also need to ensure we do not over light places causing 
light pollution. Key Points: Safety, Integrated Green Spaces 
 
Cllr Brace – Modern developments just look the same, regardless of where they are.  We need 
variety and distinctiveness.  Key Points: Identity, Distinctiveness 
 
Cllr Ford – Climate change has led to increased rainfall and pressure on outdated drainage systems, 
thus we need to ensure that permeable surfaces are used for driveways, etc.  Key Points: Resilience, 
Surface Water Drainage 
 
Cllr Sutton (written comments received after the meeting) – We live in a coastal area, where the 
prevailing conditions can be detrimental to the long-term preservation of timber windows – the 
benefits and relevance of uPVC frames should be acknowledged.  If bus stops are moved 
(temporarily or permanently), they should be in accessible locations to serve the same communities.  
Key Points: Materials, Connectivity 
 
Comments on Characterisation Exercise 
 



Clerk Jools Marley – Question whether Gristhorpe should be moved from the “Moors Fringe” 
classification to the “Wolds Fringe” group, owing to the many white rendered/painted cottages in 
the village. 
 
Cllr Thompson – It is important that the characteristics of individual settlements aren’t overlooked. 
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Design SPD – Vision and Characterisation 
Scarborough Civic Society – 27.05.21, 6:30 pm 

 
 
Attendees 
 
Scarborough Borough Council – Matthew Lickes, Peter Harrap, Stephen Gandolfi 
Scarborough Civic Society – Adrian Perry, Christine Perry, Alan Hargreaves, Christine Hepworth, Paul 
Riley 
 
NOTE: The views expressed during this meeting (summarised below) are those of the individuals 
involved and not of their respective organisations. 
 
 
Summary of points raised 
 
Design Vision Discussion: What issues are important to you when thinking about the design of new 
development?  What issues would you like to see included within a new Design Vision? 
 
Adrian Perry – Impressed by and appreciate guidance documents that set out expectations, but it is 
important that decision makers stand by these documents and don’t accept sub-standard proposals.  
Key Points: Consistency (in decision-making) 
 
Christine Hepworth – Our villages in particular have very distinctive characters and new housing 
development doesn’t seem to reflect that, it could be anywhere.  This is especially true when looking 
at large developments.  Some small developments, like near the roundabout in Seamer village 
(Flowerdale Court), look fine but larger developments are generally characterless.  Key Points:  
Character, Identity, Distinctiveness 
 
Paul Riley – Big developments like High Mill in Scalby are often featureless and extremely bland, with 
nice homes to the front / main streets.  They are designed for the car and not for pedestrians.  Big 
fan of BBBB commission, which emphasises distinctiveness, but we are getting basic, mass-produced 
brick and design which could be anywhere – creating housing estates rather than places.  Key Points: 
Identity, Distinctiveness, Connectivity, Permeability 
 
Christine Perry – To people on the street, design is about what something looks like. Good design is 
something that is attractive, that fits in with, respects and enhances historic environments.  There 
are too many examples of buildings in the local area that lack in beauty.  Key Points: Beauty, 
Character, Distinctiveness 
 
Alan Hargreaves – From a historic environment perspective, retaining and maintaining positive 
features is imperative.  Key Points: Pride and Stewardship 
 
Paul Riley – New estates can look fine to begin with – particularly those with nice front gardens, 
hedges, etc. – but you get the feeling that they will deteriorate quickly, especially if people continue 



to pave over their front gardens.  Important to have developments with good-sized rear gardens.  
Need to think about car parking solutions – could we look at communal car parks?  Key Points: 
Maintenance, Stewardship, Amenity Space, Parking 
 
Adrian Perry – Need to value existing green spaces.  Recognise that we need to deliver good-quality 
affordable homes – there are some excellent examples of such development across the country.  
Key Points: Green Spaces, Affordable Housing 
 
Paul Riley – It is an aspiration of the Local Enterprise Partnership to increase tree cover to 91000ha 
by 2038 in North Yorkshire.  One way to do that is to bulk up hedges.  If we are to plant more trees, 
it is important that it doesn’t utilise good-quality agricultural land.  Similarly, we must retain existing 
hedgerows and tree cover rather than replace them with sterile open space.  Could community 
orchards be incorporated into new developments?  Key Issues: Greenery, Retention of existing 
natural features, Landscaping, Green Spaces 
 
Comments on Characterisation 
 
Adrian Perry – Could make small changes here and there but the general feeling is good. Nice 
document, of interest to our members, to be able to understand differences between different parts 
of Scarborough - this might be something we could put in our newsletter.  Fully endorse this 
particular section. 
 
Paul Riley – Fairly happy with how the villages are treated / grouped.  Hunmanby together with 
other but could mention that substantial sub-urban style extension of the village in the 60’s and 70’s 
has eroded some character.   
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Design SPD – Vision and Characterisation 
Northern Parishes and Whitby Civic Society – 02.06.21, 6:30 pm 

 
 
Attendees 
 
Scarborough Borough Council – Matthew Lickes, Steve Wilson 
Whitby Town Council – Cllr Jackson, Cllr Wilson, Cllr Sumner 
Lythe Parish Council – Clerk Judy Clark 
Eskdaleside-cum-Ugglebarnby Parish Council – Cllr Willmington 
Newholm-cum-Dunsley Parish Council – Cllr Richardson 
Whitby Civic Society – John Field, Joyce Stangoe, Ian Lawson 
 
NOTE: The views expressed during this meeting (summarised below) are those of the individuals 
involved and not of their respective organisations. 
 
 
Summary of points raised 
 
Design Vision Discussion: What issues are important to you when thinking about the design of new 
development?  What issues would you like to see included within a new Design Vision? 
 
Ian Lawson – Need to provide housing for older people.  The number of disabled people in the 
Borough will increase, as evidenced by the Council’s recently published SHMA.  The need for more 
accessible and adaptable housing locally is indisputable.  A requirement must be embedded within 
the Local Plan to address existing and future needs.  New homes should be safe, warm and 
accessible.  Key Issues: Accessible and Adaptable Homes, Inclusivity, Safety 
 
Cllr Sumner – There is a lot of emphasis on sustainability but it is essential to get the look and feel of 
housing correct – homes must be usable / functional and be designed to meet modern needs.  There 
must be sufficient levels of internal and external space, including private gardens.  Any features such 
as bike storage should not be at the expense of space.  Key Issues:  Functionality, Space Standards, 
Amenity, Garden Sizes 
 
Joyce Stangoe – Parking, or the lack thereof, and the impact on the look of the area needs to be 
addressed.  Need to stop cars being the dominant feature within streets.  Design places to keep cars 
hidden, e.g. behind houses.  The amount of hard, impermeable landscaping also needs to be 
reduced.  Key Issues: Parking, Streetscene, Landscaping 
 
Cllr Jackson – Need to build communities, not collections of houses, by having facilities within 
reasonable walking distance.  This would mean people don’t need to jump in their car – reduce car 
movements and emissions.  Better connectivity from suburban areas to town centres is also 
important.  Key Issues: Mix of Uses, Connectivity 
 
Cllr Sumner – Improved walking and public transport provision is required.  Key Issues: Connectivity 



 
Joyce Stangoe – Essential that we build attractive, high-quality homes – too many indistinct and 
boring homes have been built over recent years and we need to do better.  Homes / places should 
be distinctive, draw from the local area and utilise high-quality materials.  Need more individual 
property types.  Key Issues: Attractiveness, Distinctiveness, Identity, Materials 
 
Cllr Richardson – The historic environment must be protected and enhanced.  Need to ensure that 
new development is of high-quality and has character.  Where garages are proposed, they should be 
of a size to accommodate modern vehicles – they are often too small and this leads to cars parking 
on streets and becoming dominant features.  Key Issues: Historic Environment, Character and 
Identity, Parking 
 
Cllr Sumner – There are good examples of innovative parking solutions (that get cars of streets) 
across the country.  Key Issues: Parking 
 
Cllr Willmington – Internal spaces need to be high-quality, usable and adaptable.  Physical 
infrastructure needs to be sufficient.  Key Points: Adaptability, Infrastructure 
 
Joyce Stangoe – From a climate change perspective, it is too late to bring in sustainable/efficient 
housing when Building Regulations dictate how properties should be constructed.  Key Issues: 
Climate Change, Energy Efficiency 
 
Cllr Jackson – Must build homes of the right size and number of bedrooms to meet local needs.  Key 
Issues: Housing Mix, Space Standards 
 
Comments on Characterisation Exercise 
 
Joyce Stangoe – The Abbey Headland should be identified. Also need to ensure that there are 
references to the Conservation Area Appraisal. 
 
John Field – Agree with Joyce about the identification of the Abbey Headland.  Happy to see the 
inclusion of the ‘North Road Terraces’ area, as these terraces are of importance to the town. 
 
Cllr Jackson – Can the ‘Georgian Town Houses’ area be extended southwards to incorporate 
Prospect Hill / Hanover Terrace? 
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Design SPD – Vision and Characterisation 
Filey Town and Southern Parish Councils – 03.06.21, 6:30 pm 

 
 
Attendees 
 
Scarborough Borough Council – Matthew Lickes, Peter Harrap 
Filey Town Council – Cllr Crawford-Gage, Cllr Liddle, Cllr Parkin, Cllr Wilkie 
Hunmanby Parish Council – Cllr Donohue-Moncrieff, Cllr Sheeran, Cllr Wilkins 
Muston Parish Council – Cllr Owen 
 
NOTE: The views expressed during this meeting (summarised below) are those of the individuals 
involved and not of their respective organisations. 
 
 
Summary of points raised 
 
Design Vision Discussion: What issues are important to you when thinking about the design of new 
development?  What issues would you like to see included within a new Design Vision? 
 
Cllr Owen – Important to sustain any green space that could be lost to development, particularly 
between settlements that have their own character.  While sites are identified for housing, there are 
no areas set aside for replacement green space, tree planting, etc.  Key Issues: Green Space (loss of 
and re-provision, Tree Planting, Distinctiveness, Identification of existing natural features 
 
Cllr Crawford-Gage – Need to build a mix of homes (e.g. 2, 3 and 4 bed properties) for families that 
have sufficiently sized bedrooms and private gardens.  Key Issues: Housing Mix, Space Standards, 
Amenity Space (Gardens) 
 
Cllr Wilkie – Agree that securing a broad mix of housing is important, especially in certain areas.  Also 
important to recognise that different types of housing (e.g. for families vs for older people) puts 
pressure on different types of infrastructure (e.g. schools, doctors, dentists, etc.).  Frustrating that 
developers seemingly just want to get as many units on a site as they can possibly get and that 
bedroom sizes are often very close to the minimum.  Key Issues: Housing Mix, Infrastructure, 
Densities, Space Standards 
 
Cllr Donohue-Moncrieff – Design principles should be derived from what is distinctive about an area.  
The approach of some developers is still one-dimensional; they construct the same units 
everywhere, lacking imagination and variety.  Concerned that poor-quality development will 
continue to impact on people’s quality of life.  Overdevelopment of sites is an issue, particularly 
where green spaces and play areas aren’t provided as a consequence – need places where children 
can play.  Biggest issue is to not remove trees from development sites as it is very, very important 
that we co-exist with nature.  Key Issues: Identity, Distinctiveness, Creativity, Variety, Quality of 
Life, Overdevelopment / Densities, Green Spaces, Children’s Play Areas, Retaining existing natural 
features, Co-existing with nature 



 
Cllr Crawford-Gage – New housing developments need to be built with the future in mind – e.g. 
recent announcements about no gas boilers in new homes from 2025.  Need to provide suitable 
charging for electric vehicles.  Key Issues: Energy Efficiency, Adaptability, Futureproofing, Electric 
Vehicle Charging 
 
Cllr Owen – “The Bay” is an example of a good development that ticks a lot of the boxes; it is 
attractive, has a variety of properties with different styles.  Key Issues: Identity, Variety 
 
Cllr Wilkie – Problematic that developers have set housetypes / designs, that may sometimes be 
slightly adapted / tweaked.  Need to ensure that what is approved initially isn’t watered down at a 
later date (through varying conditions).  Key Issues:  Identity, Distinctiveness 
 
Cllr Sheeran – Concerned by some suburban developments, particularly those that are sprawling and 
are difficult to navigate with nothing to distinguish between streets.  Need focal points to help 
people find their way around.  Poorly connected sprawl pushes people further and further away 
from essential facilities.  Key Issues:  Connectivity, Permeability, Navigability, Identity 
 
Comments on Characterisation Exercise 
 
Cllr Owen – For Muston, agree that the core of the village is chalk-built with pantiles, which gives 
them a ‘cottage’ feel.  
 
Cllr Gage – Agree with the positive characteristics – they hit the nail on the head.  Is it the case that if 
developers included some of the identified characteristics within their proposal, it would be 
acceptable?  If they consider the history of the particular places then that isn’t so bad.  Putting 
generic modern suburban homes in one of the villages wouldn’t work. 
 
Cllr Sheeran – Agree with characterisation.  Example of good development – Three Tuns car park 
along Belle Vue St in Filey – makes reference to regency houses and apartments but modern.  
Sometimes these types of developments can be a bad pastiches (if poorly executed) but Three Tuns 
development is admirable.  
 
Gemma Owen – Example of good development in Kilham (outside of Scarborough Borough), old 
stock yard converted row on front at junction – materials and detailing are spot on. 
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Design SPD – Vision and Characterisation 
Western Parish Councils – 08.06.21, 6:30 pm 

 
 
Attendees 
 
Scarborough Borough Council – Matthew Lickes, Steve Wilson 
West Ayton Parish Council – Cllr Garbutt, Clerk Bev Williamson, Cllr Ogilvy 
Irton Parish Council – Cllr Ellbourne 
Hutton Buscel Parish Council – Cllr Gibson 
 
NOTE: The views expressed during this meeting (summarised below) are those of the individuals 
involved and not of their respective organisations. 
 
 
Summary of points raised 
 
Design Vision Discussion: What issues are important to you when thinking about the design of new 
development?  What issues would you like to see included within a new Design Vision? 
 
Clerk Bev Williamson – Need good quality, sympathetic design that utilises high-quality materials.  
The views / opinions of local people should be considered through the application process.  There 
are good and bad examples of this in Brompton – good sympathetic design at the bottom of Hungate 
and bad unsympathetic modern development opposite the cricket ground - need consistency in 
design.  Parking is also an issue.  Key Issues: Character (respecting), Distinctiveness, Materials, 
Consistency (in decision-making) 
 
Cllr Ogilvy – Places like West Ayton have too much of an urban setting and don’t relate to the 
traditional parts of the village.  A lack of any definable character in recent developments – homes 
are often crammed in, too close to each other, with small gardens.  Need better quality and 
integrated green spaces within new housing sites.  Buildings need to be more energy efficient and 
sustainable - why are we still fitting gas boilers with the recent announcements.  Good examples of 
design locally include Conyers Ings (West Ayton), Town Farm (Cloughton) and Flower Court 
(Seamer).  Key Issues: Identity, Distinctiveness, Densities, Separation Distances (between 
properties), Gardens, Integrated Green Space, Energy Efficiency 
 
Cllr Gibson - We need more electric vehicle charging points.  Not everyone has a driveway / garage 
and we should be looking to incorporate charging facilities in communal parking areas within flat 
developments, etc.  Key Issues: Electric Vehicle Charging 
 
Comments on Characterisation Exercise 
 
Cllr Ogilvy – Agree with most of the document insofar as this area (“Moors Fringe Villages”) is 
predominantly characterised by 18th and 19th century stone and pantile buildings.  However, there 



are some 19th/20th Century red brick buildings of character, particularly those associated with the old 
railway lines (Forge Valley line and Scarborough to Whitby line), which should be acknowledged. 
 
Cllr Gibson – Agree that traditional timber windows are a positive characteristic, but the benefits of 
uPVC should also be recognised. 
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Design SPD – Vision and Characterisation 
Central Parish Councils – 10.06.21, 6:30 pm 

 
 
Attendees 
 
Scarborough Borough Council – Matthew Lickes, Peter Harrap 
Osgodby Parish Council – Cllr Theakston, Cllr Hemmingham 
Cayton Parish Council – Cllr Swiers 
 
NOTE: The views expressed during this meeting (summarised below) are those of the individuals 
involved and not of their respective organisations. 
 
 
Summary of points raised 
 
Design Vision Discussion: What issues are important to you when thinking about the design of new 
development?  What issues would you like to see included within a new Design Vision? 
 
Cllr Hemmingham – Important to guard against the loss of green spaces between settlements, to 
avoid coalescence and to retain individual character.  Overdevelopment in a given area can lead to 
infrastructure problems, which would need to be addressed before even thinking about ‘good 
design’.  The impact on / suitability of the existing transport networks (roads and footpaths) to 
accommodate new development must also be considered.  Amenity issues in this part of the 
Borough due to odour from McCain’s factory.  Key Issues: Loss of space between settlements, 
Character, Identity, Infrastructure, Transport, Amenity (identification of existing constraints)  
 
Cllr Theakston – My general feeling is that LPAs get design decisions right, for the most part.  Most 
people are more concerned with infrastructure issues (access, drainage, schools, medical facilities, 
etc.) rather than what development looks like.  Gradual reduction in green areas around settlements 
is also an issue – brownfield sites should be used first.  Key Issues: Infrastructure, Loss of Greenfield 
Land 
 
Cllr Swiers – Connectivity between villages is a problem that needs to be addressed – need 
infrastructure to encourage people to walk and cycle, to reduce congestion and to promote healthy 
lifestyles.  We are building homes but not building things to go with them.  Roads need to be suitable 
(new and existing) to accommodate traffic volume and need sufficient parking to keep vehicles off 
streets, particularly on key roads.  Important that key elements such as road surfaces, green spaces 
and play areas are fully finished before developers leave the site.  Key Issues: Connectivity, Walking 
and Cycling, Health, Road Capacity, Parking 
 
Cllr Hemmingham – Unfortunately, developers try and get as many houses as they can on a site. 
Bigger gardens and lower densities are important.  As is the case in Osgodby, proliferation of 1 or 2 
housetypes and sizes (two-bed bungalows in Osgodby) can lead to its own issues – lack of visual of 



visual interest, variety and certain demographic of owners.  Key Issues: Densities, Gardens, Mix of 
Housing (types and sizes), Variety, Diversity 
 
Cllr Swiers – Ideally, we would like to see more bungalows built in the area but recognise that 
developers have issues with delivery.  Key Issues: Bungalows 
 
Comments on Characterisation Exercise 
 
Cllr Swiers – For the “Moors Fringe Villages”, right to highlight scale as we don’t want anything more 
than two storeys.  
 
Cllr Hemmingham – Happy that the document covers everything of importance 
 
Cllr Theakston – Agree but could “cast iron rainwater goods” be changed to “black rainwater goods”, 
owing to the expense of the former?  Black-coloured guttering and downpipes would retain the 
aesthetic. 
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Scarborough Borough Council, Member’s Briefing – 14.06.21, 11am 

 
 
Attendees 
 
SBC Officers – Matthew Lickes, David Walker, Steve Wilson 
SBC Members – Cllr Pearson, Cllr Cockerill, Cllr Lynskey, Cllr Riley, Cllr Chance, Cllr Kershaw, Cllr 
Broadbent, Cllr Goodberry, Cllr Sharma, Cllr Stonehouse, Cllr Phillips, Cllr Bastiman, Cllr Jeffels, Cllr 
Colling, Cllr Cross, Cllr Swiers, Cllr Randerson, Cllr Chatt 
 
 
Summary of points raised 
 
Design Vision Discussion: What issues are important to you when thinking about the design of new 
development?  What issues would you like to see included within a new Design Vision? 
 
Cllr Jeffels – New developments should be shaped by an understanding of the area’s distinctive 
qualities.  The emphasis should be on securing well-designed places and homes rather than on 
delivering numbers.  The push to deliver numbers can lead to inappropriate densities and 
overdevelopment of sites.  Important to incorporate more and better quality green spaces, greenery 
and landscaping within developments.  We need to create new places of high quality that leave a 
positive legacy.  Key Issues: Character, Identity, Densities, Overdevelopment, Green Spaces, 
Landscaping, Legacy 
 
Cllr Chance – Important that rear garden sizes are sufficient / proportionate for the size of the 
house.  We need to deliver sufficient private amenity spaces for people to enjoy in addition to high 
quality public open spaces.  We also need to push for developments that are attractive and 
distinctive.  Key Issues: Garden Sizes, Attractiveness, Distinctive 
 
Cllr Riley – Advocate for the ‘Building Better, Building Beautiful’ Commission work and support the 
beauty at three scales concept, i.e. “Beautifully placed; Beautiful places; Beautiful buildings”.  
Believe it is particularly important how we deal with cars – they shouldn’t be the inadvertent focal 
point and should be ‘hidden’ away on driveways and parking courts, including behind buildings.  Key 
Issues: Creating Places (not just buildings), Car Parking 
 
Cllr Lynskey – Essential that developers understand what an area is about, what makes in successful 
and/or unsuccessful.  To do this, they should speak to local people and listen to them.  Key Issues: 
Characterisation, Identity 
 
Cllr Kershaw – The density of new development is a big issue, as it can often be too high / too dense 
for the area in which the site is located.  Key Issues: Densities 
 



Cllr Broadbent – Tend to get lost in new developments because all the streets and buildings looks so 
similar and there is often no visual connection to the area outside of the site.  Key Issues: Layout, 
Legibility, Permeability, Views, Focal Points 
 
Cllr Colling – Want all aspects of development to be well designed, but the big issues are securing 
attractive, distinctive and creative homes.  Lack of consumer choice is an issue.  Key Issues:  
Attractive, Distinctive, Creative 
 
Cllr Sharma – Concerned that we have large housing developments going up that don’t provide local 
shops and other aspects of social infrastructure.  Providing shops within developments would help 
reduce emissions with fewer people having to drive to get their bread and milk, etc.  Key Issues: 
Connectivity, Mix of Uses, Social Infrastructure 
 
Cllr Chatt – Agree with Cllr Sharma with regard to local shops in new developments.  Particularly 
important in areas of deprivation where people may be less likely to have a car.  Key Issues:  
Connectivity, Social Infrastructure 
 
Cllr Stonehouse – Need to address issues around car parking (making sure it is sufficient) and the 
density of new developments.  Keen to see high quality, innovative designs in appropriate suburban 
locations.  Key Issues: Car Parking, Densities, Innovation, Creativity 
 
Comments on Characterisation Exercise 
 
Cllr Cockerill – Understand that the circulated document is a working draft, but there are some 
picture annotations / labels that need to be corrected. 
 
Cllr Kershaw - Does the identification of positive characteristics limit design options moving forward?  
Do buildings have to be red brick and slate if that’s what is highlighted in the document? 
 


